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Kristen Graham (adpce.ad)

Subject: FW: Attention Water Quality Enforcement

From: B Volland [mailto:vollandpictures@gmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, March 24, 2023 1:54 AM 
To: SSOADEQ 
Cc: Water-Enforcement-Report 
Subject: Attention Water Quality Enforcement 
 
Regarding Gulpha Creek in the city of Hot Springs and SOP CODE: 6459.662.61-2021.07 
CONSENT ORDER LIS 08-099 
   
This man hole in the attached video clip is (200 ft.) right next to manhole 1750 it overflows more often and has 
no remote sensing equipment, like manhole 1750 does and I don't believe there is anybody reporting or 
counting the days or gallons of sewage overflowing from it. When it cant overflow fast enough, then  eventually 
manhole 1750 starts to overflow. Just thought I would let someone know...  
I have many days of video showing that this one is overflowing and 1750 is not, there are also many days when 
both are overflowing. I see no work going on to stop it since the consent order. I have been going by whenever I 
can hoping to see progress but I just see more overflows.. 
Anyway it's upsetting watching wildlife die, toilet paper flowing down to the lake and the smell from across the 
creek is awful especially on warm days. If you would like to see more overflow video or find out the days of the 
overflows, I have it...  
There is no one putting up the warning signs anymore that happened for a week or so, except for the one right at 
the site, I know this because my property (which I have been waiting to move into when the smell and 
overflows stop) my property is directly across from the overflows and I have never gotten a code red warning 
but I see it and smell it often sometimes it overflows for 3 or 4 days nonstop. Anyway someone should give an 
update other than the ones violating for decades. If you would like copies of the overflow videos I would be 
glad 112thto give you them (they are dated). I'm sure all of them from this manhole never get reported as 
overflows. I don't live at the property because of the overflows, I can't stand the smell and dead animals. So I 
visit my property when I can, the reason I'm telling you this is because I'm not there to catch all of the overflows 
but I catch some of them, and there is alot... Someday I hope I will be able to enjoy my property without it 
being polluted and smelly. I have lots of video and photos after the consent order was issued.  
 
Summer is coming and just like last year there will be families with children swimming right in front of the 
overfows, fisherman catching fish to eat, kayaks and boats stopping for a swim...and just like last year I will 
warn them and video them when I can ... Some of them will get out of the water and others just don't believe it 
and will carry on swimming and fishing in raw sewage. 
 
I have many video clips they all have meta data showing date and time of overflows 
 
 

Thank you for your time 
Bill Volland 
501538-0766 


